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Structure

1. Exploring the complexity of leadership in a cross-cultural setting 
and the unique issues cross-cultural leaders face (including when 
leading from the middle)

2. What competencies and characteristics are needed to thrive in 
cross-cultural leadership?



Definitions

• Leadership = The process whereby one individual influences other 
group members toward the attainment of defined group or 
organizational goals (Gary Yukl)

• Culture = the way of life, customs and script of a group of people; the 
learned beliefs, values, rules, norms, symbols and traditions that are 
common to a group of people.

• Ethnocentrism = the perception that ones own culture is better or 
more natural / normal than the culture of others

(Plueddemann, J. 2009) 



What is cross-cultural leadership? 

Leadership of a group of people who are from more than one culture, 
particularly where leader and the follower(s) are from different cultural 
backgrounds 

“Inspiring people who come from two or more cultural traditions to 
participate with you in building a community of trust and then to follow 
you and be empowered by you to achieve a compelling vision of faith” 
(Lingenfelter, 2008)



The Global context of 
Leadership

• While the core work of leaders….hasn’t fundamentally changed, 
the age of uncertainty, of permanent whitewater and the 
resulting turbulence, presents leaders with new challenges and 
new responsibilities (russelconsultinginc.com) 

• The VUCA world: Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambigious

• “Leadership in this (complex) environment is characteristically 
‘humbling’ ..as it is virtually impossible for an individual to 
accumulate enough knowledge to figure out all the answers”

Schein & Schein, Humble Leadership (2018)



support and 
empower me 
to achieve my 
goals!

Have a clear 
vision and give 
me direction

..be willing to 
help out with 
the menial jobs 
when needed

My leader should……

Drive a smart 
car and dress 
appropriately



Plueddemann’s Model of cross cultural leadership

E. Leadership 
Practice

D. Leadership 
Methods

C. Leadership 
Goals

B. Worldview

A. Ultimate 
purpose Theology

Theory

Cultural Practice
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(Plueddemann, J. 2009) 
“A Christian perspective assumes that there is a common desired set of values and 

assumptions that a leader should have, from Gods word, which supercedes
culture”



Influences on Leadership practice in a cross cultural 
context

Individual 
character, skills, 
experience (and 

culture)

Application of 
Biblical principles 

(WWJD)

Specific context of 
situation 

(Commitment and 
competency of 

staff)

Organisational 
culture

Cultural expectation 
of ‘host’ culture

Leadership 
practice



Cultural variables

Extreme C Extreme D

Culture YCulture X Culture Z

How we see others depends on where we stand ourselves…..

Erin Meyer: The Culture Map (2014)



The 8 scales of culture

1. Communicating: low context vs high context

2. Evaluating: direct negative feedback vs indirect negative feedback

3. Persuading: principles first vs applications first

4. Leading: egalitarian vs hierarchical

5. Deciding: consensual vs top down

6. Trusting: task based vs relationship based

7. Disagreeing: confrontational vs avoids confrontation

8. Scheduling: linear time vs flexible time

Erin Meyer: The Culture Map (2014)



4. Leading (power distance)

Egalitarian 
(low power 
distance)

Hierarchical
(High power 
distance)

Japan

Netherlands

The ideal distance between 
a boss and subordinate is 
low. The best boss is a 
facilitator among equals. 
Organisational structures 
are flat. Communication 
often skips hierarchy levels. 

The ideal distance between a boss 
and a subordinate is high. The best 
boss is a strong director who leads 
from the front. Status is important. 
Organisational structures are multi-
layered and fixed. Communication 
follows set hierarchical lines

Finland

Germany

Denmark

UK Brazil

France

Nigeria

India Korea

China

USA

Australia

Saudi Arabia

Spain

Mexico

Sweden

Erin Meyer: The Culture Map (2014)



Egalitarian vs Hierarchical culture traits
Egalitarian Hierarchical

It is OK to disagree with the boss openly even in front 
of others

An effort is made to defer to the boss’s opinion 
especially in public

People are more likely to move to action without 
getting the boss’s OK

People are more likely to get the boss’ approval before 
taking action

If meeting with a client or supplier there is less focus 
on matching the levels of the people who are meeting

If you send the boss they will send the boss. If your 
boss cancels, their boss probably won’t come. 

It is OK to e-mail or call people several levels below or 
above you. 

Communication follows the hierarchical chain

With clients or partners you will be seated and spoken 
to in no specific order

With clients and partners you will be seated and 
spoken to in order of your position. 

Erin Meyer: The Culture Map (2014)



Discussion

1. From your own experience of cross-cultural leadership or 
supporting others in cross-cultural leadership positions, what do 
you think the key challenges are / were.

2. To what extent where difficulties that arose to do with cultural 
clashes / misunderstandings, complexity of the wider environment, 
or personal issues to do with character and personality – or a 
mixture of all three? 



Part 2: Competencies and characteristics

1. Exploring the complexity of leadership in a cross-cultural setting 
and the unique issues cross-cultural leaders face, including when 
leading from the middle

2. What competencies and characteristics are needed to thrive in 
cross-cultural leadership?



1. Spiritual maturity

• mature believer and confident in their identity in Christ (leading from 
a place of security rather than insecurity). Self awareness and 
understanding

• Filled with the Holy Spirit and wisdom (Acts 6.3)

• Godly character (1 Timothy 3:1-7)

• Servant hearted (Matt. 20:25 – 28)

• In depth understanding of the biblical story and what it means to live 
from within that story (a biblical worldview)

• A kingdom horizon to their leadership and engagement



2. Integrity & People skills

P. G. Northouse: Leadership Theory & 

Practice p 448 from GLOBE study. 

Respondents in the GLOBE studies identified 22 leadership attributes ..that were 
universally endorsed (by all cultural groupings) as characteristics that facilitate 
outstanding leadership.

The portrait is of a leader who is high in:

• Integrity
• Charismatic / value based
• Interpersonal skills

Emotional Intelligence (EQ) = the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one's 
own emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships judiciously and 
empathetically.



3. Cultural Intelligence (CQ)

• Cultural intelligence: an outsider’s seemingly natural ability to interpret 
someone’s unfamiliar and ambiguous gestures the way that person’s 
compatriots would.

• CQ is the ability to make sense of unfamiliar (cultural) contexts and then 
blend in / relate and work effectively across cultures

• Head (Cognitive CQ): knowledge & understanding of cultural differences 
and variations

• Body (Physical CQ): adapt and mirror the customs, habits and mannerisms 
of your host culture

• Heart (Emotional CQ): ability to persevere in the face of (cultural) setbacks 
and misunderstandings  

https://hbr.org/2004/10/cultural-
intelligence



“ multicultural leaders must be flexible, able to shift their leadership 
approach according to expectations of the situation. They must not 
only be proficient in several leadership models but must also learn to 
work comfortably under leaders with very different cultural 
expectations of followers”. 

(Plueddemann, J. 2009)

“skilled leaders are able to negotiate the fine line between trying to 
overcome ethnocentrism and knowing when to remain grounded in 
their own cultural values”  

(Northouse, P. 2010)

4. Adaptable 



Paul to the Corinthians

• Condemnation of conflict within the church over ‘super-apostles’ –
challenging cultural assumption that leaders need to be powerful, 
charismatic speakers (2 Cor. 11. 4 – 15)

• “I have become all things to all men so that by all possible means I 
might save some” (1 Cor. 9.22)

• “Though I am free and belong to no man, I make myself a slave to 
everyone, to win as many as possible” (1 Cor. 9.19)

(Plueddemann, J. 2009) 



Pragmatic / 
adaptive zone of 

activity – do what 
works

Framework for Cross-cultural Christian leadership practice

Own culture consistent 
with biblical values, host 
culture contrary = 
maintain own culture, 
be sensitively counter-
cultural (challenge host 
culture)

Leadership practice / 
attitude consistent 

with Biblical 
principles = Affirm / 
Endorse / Encourage 

Host culture 
practice more 
biblical than own 
culture = adopt 
host culture 
practice

Neither cultures 
practice is biblical, 
reject both  = forge 
a new practice, 
challenge both 
cultures

Host culture (- ve) Host culture (+ ve)

Own culture (+ ve)

Own culture - ve M. Galpin (2019)

+ ve = Consistent 
with Biblical 

values

- ve = Contrary to 
Biblical values
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“ too often leaders assume their limited culture bound assumptions 
about leadership are both biblical and universal…..we proof text our 
cultural biases”

“ The key tension of contextualization is the relationship between the 
universal absolutes of Scripture  and the peculiarities of cultural 
differences. But the tension can be creative and fruitful. An 
overemphasis on absolutes leads to irrelevant application, while an 
over-emphasis on culture can lead to relativistic absurdity” 

(Plueddemann, J. 2009) 

Biblical and contextual



Further characteristics for cross-cultural 
leaders

5. An understanding of leadership theory and practice 
• Gives confidence in face of leadership task
• helps us to reflect on and improve our own leadership behaviour
• helps in developing other leaders

6. Resilient in the face of set backs and discouragement
• Good support networks (family, friends, organisation)
• Able to manage stress
• Develop your skills and strengths    



Summary of key characteristics for cross-
cultural leaders

1. Spiritually mature, and confident in their identity in Christ

2. Trustworthy / Integrity, value based and people-oriented, 
emotionally intelligent (EQ) 

3. Understanding of cultural differences and cultural intelligence (CQ)

4. Adaptable and able to negotiate the line between contextualisation 
and faithfulness to scripture

5. An understanding of leadership theory and practice

6. Resilient in the face of set backs and discouragement   



Discussion

1. Do you agree / disagree with the list of key competencies / 
characteristics that I have outlined for effective cross-cultural 
leadership? 

2. What would you add and what would you take away from the list?

3. Which of these characteristics /criteria do you think is the most 
challenging in terms of equipping and preparing people for 
positions of cross cultural leadership?  
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